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Abstract

This study attempted to converge beauty and engineering for the purpose of overcoming the limitations of the current emotion-centered beauty industry and creating quantitative and objective values of beauty. This study also examined engineering technologies currently in use in the cosmetics field and analyzed them in a quantitative manner. Thereby this study intends to provide basic knowledge on a new convergent study area that is broadly applicable to the beauty industry and its all related fields.
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1. Introduction

Beauty engineering is a study area of new concept where beauty and engineering are converged so as to overcome the limitations of existing, subjective, emotion- and experience-centered beauty industry and to create quantitative, systematic, and engineering values of beauty. There is no clear and obvious definition of beauty engineering yet, both in and out of Korea. This study grafted the transformation system of chemical engineering into the beauty area for the purpose of recreating the values of beauty that are measurable and can develop and evolve based on the high potential and abundant experience of the Korean beauty (K-beauty) industry.

Improved living standard and population aging led to an increase of demand for goods for a beautiful life as well as health. As of 2017, the global beauty industry witnessed rapid growth with its market size at 265 billion dollars [1][2]. In the global beauty market where the United States, Japan, and Europe Union rank among the top 10 countries, K-beauty market has made rapid growth and ranks the 11th. Besides, the domestic beauty market has seen a high annual average growth rate of 10%. Therefore, there is an urgent need to heighten the value of Korean beauty industry and strengthen its international competitiveness and to develop Korean original source technologies and secure excellent professional manpower.

Beauty engineering will help Korea present itself as a beauty mecca in the global beauty market and create related convergence areas and new convergence industries based on comprehensive concepts such as the quantification of beauty values, development of core components for beauty, alternative clinical engineering, vital reaction engineering, international standardization, future life industry, and new wellbeing-oriented industry [3][4]. Accordingly, this study intends to provide basic knowledge for the new area of convergence study that is widely applicable to medicine, public health, culture, arts, life, and other industries as well as the beauty industry by connecting beauty with engineering based on such concept of beauty engineering.

2. Engineering Technologies Related with the Beauty Cosmetics Industry

2.1 Development of Natural Antioxidant Materials

As a new paradigm has recently emerged that development of health products, natural cosmetics, and pharmaceutical products from natural resources is the best way to guarantee people’s health in the future, much attention has been given to natural cosmetics materials [5]. In particular, the problems with synthetic materials emerged and most materials sold in the Korean cosmetics market are imported; developing cosmetics materials using native plants is an essential need. In general, development of natural materials involves excavating natural components as well as natural substances of medicinal plants used in the traditional herbal medicine. Research on natural plants begins with collection of plants and extraction of active constituents. A precise method to extract them depends on the part of plants to be used, their moisture content, and materials to be extracted [6]. How to separate and refine active materials should differ according to the physical and chemical characteristics of the given material to separate. Among separation and refinement methods that are based on various principles, appropriate methods should be applied in an effective manner. In general, methods used in the study area of natural substances are slightly different from refinement methods in organic chemistry. It is most common to track certain framework compounds, that is, compounds of certain groups [7]. Polyphenol and flavonoid, representative compounds contained in a wide variety of plants, protect the human body through their functions as an antioxidant that inhibits the formation of free radicals resulting from oxidative stress, as well as the functions of suppressing reactions to break up free radicals and of recovering damaged parts. Representative methods to detect such components in plants include high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), oxygen radical absorbance capacity (ORAC), and oxidative radical de-colorization. They are widely in use as methods to quantify bioactive substances in cosmetics materials. Fig. 1 shows the most widely used methods to measure anti-oxidative activity of plants.
positive bacterium, and Escherichia coil and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, gram-negative bacteria.

3 Engineering Technologies Related with the Beauty Service Industry

3.1 Skin Analysis Methods Used in the Skin Care Industry

The market size of the Korean beauty service industry and skin care industry is annually growing. Despite global recession, those industries expect that annual sales will increase. The reason is that many people are socially aware of their image as well as their health and appearance [10]. This increased demands for specialized beauty services. Thus far, with rapid change in social and economic conditions, an increase of income level of customers, and change in awareness about beauty, the management concept of skin care shops has gone through changes; ways to satisfy customers’ diverse needs and impress them have been pursued. Away from management marketing that merely seeks to sell technologies and provide services, management of continuous relationship with customers should be considered important so that customer values may be maximized by converting one-time customers to lifetime customers. In other words, customers’ service desires increased due to provision of diverse services should be satisfied; more specialized and scientific methods to meet their desires are required. A precise skin analysis method customized to such customers’ needs may elicit trust from them. Applying proper skin analysis methods will help satisfy customers’ tastes and increase sales by analyzing data on oil and moisture levels of skin, pigments, wrinkles, and elasticity in a scientific and objective manner.

3.2 Brain-Wave Analysis in Use in the Emotional Consumption Industry

With the advent of the 20th century, the beauty industry attempted to connect emotional aspects with technological development in order to adapt to the trends of the era like LOHAS (lifestyles of health and sustainability). In the 21st century, new industries such as “incense-burner marketing” that increases consumers’ desire to purchase products using their emotions and psychology has been rapidly emerging. Diverse research aimed at providing the scientific bases on the effects of human emotions and stress has been conducted [10]. Brainwave physiology to examine the basic mechanism where such incenses’ affect the human body is drawing attention. It may access and analyze brain conditions such as brain awakening, activation, state of anxiety, and state of stability in response to stimuli using brainwaves to quantitatively measure the brain’s activation states. Further, if customers’ emotions are analyzed through research on techniques of data construction and analysis based on various brainwave indices obtained from consumers by quantitatively analyzing brain responses to Munsell’s 10 hues and makeup colors, the result may be used for emotional engineering-based beauty treatment [11]. This is a method to quantitatively analyze changes in brainwave values according to color stimuli using diverse brainwave indices and closely examine correlation between colors and brainwaves. Such method may be diversely applied to the emotional consumption industry by quantitatively analyzing the images of colors through brainwaves.
3.3. Color Marketing Used in the Emotional Consumption Industry

Color marketing aims to sell products using design and color. Colors are the most quickly perceived objects through vision among the five senses, make up a large portion in the formation of images, and are differently perceived by individuals. A product’s colors represent its producer’s images and are one of the factors directly related with sales [12]. Colors are one of the important elements of aestheticization by stimulating sensitivity through changes in perception by vision. When consumers choose a product, they generally compare it with other products having similar characteristics such as performance and price. However, they do not always make planned purchases. In many cases, they purchase what they like regardless of its usage or their purchase plan. Consumers do not select goods solely based on rational and reasonable standards [13]. They want to obtain psychological and mental satisfaction by purchasing goods. It is very crucial to establish marketing strategies in line with such changes in consumers. Cosmetics containers bring into the images of products relief under stress and give psychological comfort. The colors of cosmetics containers should unconsciously reach consumers’ mind and should be readily accessible to purchasers by drawing attention from them and giving pleasure. As part of such color marketing strategies, statistical data on the production costs of all cosmetics including fundamental cosmetics may be used to predict consumer demand. In addition, it is possible to identify consumers’ consumption types by examining the color trend of cosmetics containers produced in Korea and analyzing correlation between production cost and colors of cosmetics [11]. Thereby, based on the data on the current status analyzed in consideration of tangible and intangible standards, it is possible to establish the values of beauty, and this may be utilized to create new consumer products. Verifying whether the color trend derived through empirical analysis of and experiments on consumers may satisfy actual consumers’ purchase behaviors and desires and whether the color marketing strategies are proper will help establish cosmetics marketing strategies that stimulate consumers’ emotions.

4 Engineering Technologies Associated with the Beauty-Related Industries

4.1. Body Shape Analysis Used in the Beauty Health Industry

Intertwined with increasing lookism, a rise in the obese population, and the wellbeing trend, body shape management services provided by the beauty industry have become segmented, specialized, and aggrandized, which has led to the rapid growth of the relevant health industry [14]. Accordingly, academic research on body shape management services should be performed and diverse methods to activate the services should be developed. Empirical analysis on body shape management shops, whose market size recently began to grow, can closely examine the factors that affect customers’ perception about their service quality [11] and identify relationship between their association with customer satisfaction and reuse rate, thereby widening the theoretical scope of service quality and customer satisfaction and presenting the direction of marketing strategies for specialized body shape management shops and the direction of service quality improvement and profit creation as a specialized business.

4.2. Nutrition Instruction and Development of Exercise Programs for Use by the Beauty Health Industry

People in modern society are leading the most abundant life throughout the human history, as the development of science and medicine and diverse foods supplied in large quantities resulting from epoch-making development of food processing technologies has led to the improvements in their nutritional conditions and diet, thereby enhancing the quality of life. The development of food processing technologies changed humans’ dietary life; they are exposed, rather than natural foods, to fast foods and instant foods high in calories, fats, proteins, carbohydrates, and salt but with insufficient vitamins, minerals, and fibers [15]. Obesity and all kinds of metabolic diseases have become the biggest factor that threatens human health across the world. As such, obesity may be not detrimental to human health only when it is prescribed, managed, and treated as a disease. Dietary and exercise therapies that recommend nutritionally BLCD (balanced low calorie diet) among the methods to manage obesity is the safest method that does not pose the risk of side effects that may occur in medication or surgical treatment. Exercise facilitates basal metabolism and energy consumption, decreasing weight and body fat as well as enhancing physical strength; exercise is presented as an effective method to treat obesity. Therefore, for safe and efficient obesity prevention and management, precise analysis of individual conditions and effective programs, in addition to mere exercise and diet management, should be developed to satisfy customers’ needs for the purpose of reducing socio-economic costs incurred to treat obesity. To this end, relevant quantitative and systematic research is necessary.

5 Conclusion

Beauty engineering is a new paradigm of quantifying the values of beauty based on human emotions. Securing original source technologies is made possible by developing a diversity of core materials such as bio-natural substances as well as eco-friendly, nano-composite, and bio-mimetic materials beyond materials that provide aesthetic values only. Amid the surging demand for cosmetics and functional beauty products, national competitiveness should be strengthened through continuous implementation of product standardization and quantification as well as international standardization. Moreover, education and research on devices and systems for analysis on and quantification of product elements are also in an urgent need. It is considered that the engineering concept presented in this study may provide basic data for the re-creation of the values of beauty.
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